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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many engineering and scientific applications require the computation of eigenvalues and, some- 
times, eigenvectors of huge order sparse symmetric positive definite or indefinite matrices. There 
are several well-established techniques to compute the spectrum or at least a part of the spectrum 
of huge order sparse symmetric matrices. 
The method devised by Lanczos [1] has received considerable attention in this context. The 
numerical behavior of the Lanczos process has been studied by Wilkinson [2], and Kaniel and 
Paige et al. [3-5]. The Lanczos method is widely appreciated by the numerical analysis community 
[6-9]. It is a very powerful fast convergence tool for extracting some of the extreme igenvalues of
real symmetric matrices which usually employs a sequence of Krylov subspaces K 1, K2 , . . . ,  K m, 
and computes Ritz pairs from each or some of the subspaces. 
We introduce here the Lanczos algorithm with a new recursive partitioning technique which 
computes first the Lanczos tridiagonal matrix, then the ith largest eigenvalue from the corre- 
sponding matrix. The recursive partitioning algorithm takes the recursion polynomial (i.e., the 
characteristic polynomial) of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix as an input. 
In the recursive partitioning technique, the given interval [a, b] is broken up into subintervals 
in such a way that each subinterval can contain at most one root of the polynomial f(A), and 
the polynomial is monotonic within that subinterval. By computing the boundary values of the 
polynomial, if there is a root in the subinterval and the polynomial is monotonic within it, the 
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root can be obtained by any fast iterative method such as the Newton-Raphson method. We do 
not require any a priori knowledge about the roots, because any point within the subinterval can 
suffice as an initial value for the iterative method. 
In this paper, we also focus our attention to make a detailed comparative study between 
the Lanczos algorithm with a recursive partitioning technique and the Sturm sequence-bisection 
method. Our comparative study shows that the recursive partitioning technique takes relatively 
less computing time in comparison with the Sturm sequence-bisection method. We present he 
comparison study in Section 4. 
The next section describes the Lanczos algorithm with the Sturm sequence-bisection method, 
followed by the recursive partitioning technique in the ensuing section. 
2. LANCZOS ALGORITHM AND STURM 
SEQUENCE-B ISECTION METHOD 
Consider the following standard eigenvalue problem: find A E R and x E R n which satisfy 
Ax - Ax = 0, (1) 
where the matrix A E R nxn is real, sparse symmetric positive definite of huge order. The Lanczos 
algorithm generates a sequence of tridiagonal matrices T m (m is order of the matrix T) with the 
property that the extreme igenvalues of T m E a mxm are progressively better estimates of A's 
extreme igenvalues [10]. 
2.1. Lanczos Tr id iagonal izat ion 
The main task in the Lanczos procedure is to generate orthonormal vectors qi (Lanczos 
vectors), which transform the matrix A to tridiagonal form with Q = (q l ,q2, . . .  ,qra) an or- 
thonormal basis of Krylov subspace of dimension K ra, where K m = Span(q ' ,q2 , . . . ,qm)  = 
Span (ql, Aq l , . . . ,  Am- lq l ) .  Using an orthogonal similarity transformation to the matrix A, we 
get a tridiagonal matrix Tm. The similarity transformation preserves the eigenvalues of A, i.e., 
the eigenvalues of A can be computed from Tm. If only m Lanczos vectors qi, i = 1 , . . . ,  rn 
(m < rank(A)) are used, then 
(Q'~)TAQm = T m, (2) 
AQ m = QmTm. (3) 
But in general, Qm(Qm)T ~ i n [10]. Therefore, the correct relation (matrix form) is 
AQ m = QmTm + R m, (4) 
AQm = QmTm +/~m+lqm+, • e m, (5) 
AQ m = QmTm + rm+le m, (6) 
where Qm = (ql ,q2, . . .  ,qm), em is the mth unit vector, and R m is the residual matrix. When 
m = n, then Qn is an orthogonal matrix, R n = 0, and AQ n = Q~T ~. 
An iterative algorithm is derived by evaluating equation (6) for a single column i of Qrn with 
ri+l = ~i+,qi+, = Aqi _ aiqi _ f~iqi-1 (7) 
and 
~i+1 = llri+1112, qi+l _ ri+l (s) 
Multiplying equation (7) with (q~)T yields, with the mutual orthogonMity of the Lanczos vec- 
tors (IS, the relation 
~i = (qi) V Aqi" (9) 
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Especially for matrices of huge order, a very good approximations for the largest eigenvalues can 
be computed for m << n [1] and indicative figure being m ,~ 2n 1/2 [7,11]. 
An approximation of eigenvalues of the matrix A can now be derived from the characteristic 
polynomial of the tridiagonal matrix T m, that is, fro(A) = 0, viz., 
0/1 -- )t f~2 
f~2 c~ 2 - A 
fro(A) ---- = 0. (10) 
Taking 
f~3 
a a - A "'. 
",, *.° 
~ m 
/3 m a m - A 
f - l ( )k )  = 0, f0(~) = 1, (11) 
we have the following recursion relation: 
(i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m). (12) 
The polynomials fi(A), i = 0, . . .  ,m form a Sturm sequence. Now there is a possibility to 
compute the eigenvalues ofT using the well-known bisection method [12,13]. The Sturm sequence 
bisection method for finding desired eigenvalues in any part of the spectrum has been proposed 
by Wilkinson [14]. Combining (7) to (12), we have the following algorithm. 
2.2. A lgor i thm 
STEP 1. With r 1 ¢ 0, q0 = 0. Iterate for i = 1,2,. . .  ,m 
/3 i=  Ilril12, 
r i qi = ~-~' 
a i = (qi)TA¢. 
STEP 2. Let A1 < A2 < ""  < Am be the eigenvalues of tridiagonal matrix T- - that  is, the roots 
of the polynomial fro(A). Suppose the desired eigenvalue is Am-k+l for a given k _< m. Then 
Find an interval [a, b] containing Am-k+1. 
Because Am _< [ITH initially, we can take 
a = - I IT I I~ ,  b = ItTI I~. 
Compute c = (a + b)/2. 
STEP 3. 
Compute N(c)  = the number of agreements in sign in the sequence 1,fl(c), f2(c) . . . .  , 
fm(C). 
If N(c) < k, set b = c; 
otherwise, set a -- c. 
Let e > 0 be  a preassigned small positive number. 
If [b - a[ < e, then accept c = (a + b)/2 as an approximate value of Am-k+i, else goto 
Step 2. 
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The corresponding eigenvectors can also be obtained by using the inverse vector iteration 
method and the procedure is as follows. 
Based on a quite good approximation A of an eigenvalue A s of tridiagonal matrix T, i.e., 
if IA-  AJl < I ~-  Ail, for a l l /~  j, (13) 
the inverse vector iteration 
(T -  AI) s j = s j - l ,  (j = 1,2, . . . )  (14) 
converges towards an eigenvector sJ of tridiagonal matrix T. The eigenvector xJ of A can now 
be derived by x j = Qs j. The m Ritz pairs (AJ,xJ) of matrix A are the best approximations to
the eigenpairs of A [10]. 
To monitor convergence, the residual IIAxJ - AJxJ I[ can be determined without computing the 
eigenvector x j explicitly and given by 
Itax  -   xJll = Izm+'l I(s ) Teml  (15) 
3. LANCZOS ALGORITHM WITH A RECURSIVE  
PART IT IONING METHOD 
In this section, we explain the detailed theory behind the new recursive partitioning method 
and its application for computing the eigenvalues of a characteristic polynomial of the tridiagonal 
matrix obtained from the Lanczos procedure. 
3.1. Recursive Partitioning Methodology 
We present here the Recursive Partitioning Method [15] for computing all the real roots of the 
given polynomial f(A) = anA n + an_lA n-1 +. . .  + alA + a0 , within a given interval [a,b], that 
is, the values of A such that f(A) = 0 for all a < A < b. 
In this method, divide the given interval [a, b] into subintervals at the locations of the maxima 
and minima of the polynomial f(A). If f(A) does not have any maxima or minima within [a, b], 
then f(A) can have at most one root within the interval, and the given interval In, b] can be 
treated as a whole. 
If f(A) has only one root within an interval [a, b], then f(a) and f(b) must have opposite signs 
at the boundary of the interval. In general, if a polynomial has odd number of roots within an 
interval, then the polynomial has opposite signs at the boundaries, and if the polynomial has zero 
or even number of roots, then the signs are the same at the boundaries of the interval. If f(A) is 
monotonic within an interval, then it can have at most one root within the interval. Therefore, 
by checking the signs of a polynomial at the boundaries of an interval in which the polynomial is 
monotonic, it can be determined whether there exists a root of the polynomial within the interval 
or not. 
The maxima nd the minima of a polynomial f(A) are at the locations where f'(A) - 0. Divide 
the given interval [a, b] at these points. Therefore, first obtain the roots of the polynomial f'(A). 
Again use the same strategy to find the roots of fl(A). That is, to obtain the roots of fr(A) 
within the given interval, divide the interval into subintervals, at the maxima and the minima 
of f'(A), which are, again, at the locations of the roots of the polynomial ft'(A). Therefore, we 
need to obtain the roots of f"(A), for which it requires the roots of f" (A)  and so on. Eventually, 
continuing in this manner, ultimately we get a straight line whose roots can be obtained irectly. 
It is important to note that f'(A) does not change its sign in between any two of its successive 
roots, meaning, the given polynomial f(A) remains monotonic between the locations of two 
roots of f'(A). Therefore, at most one root of f(A) can exist within this interval defined by two 
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successive roots of f'(A). This same argument also holds for all the other lower order polynomials 
obtained in this method. 
In our recursive partitioning method, we get the derivatives of f(h), until the last derivative 
f(n-1)(h), which is a straight line. Then obtain the intersection of this straight line with the 
x-axis within the given interval [a, b]. If there is an intersection, divide the interval into two parts, 
otherwise, keep it as it is. Then check whether the polynomial f(n-2)(h) has any roots in any of 
the intervals by checking its sign at the boundaries. If it does, obtain these roots by using any 
fast iterative techniques such as the Newton-Raphson method. Further divide these intervals into 
subintervals at these roots, and continue the same process for f(n-3)($) and so on. Continuing 
in this way, the roots of f(h) will be determined. 
Note that the monotonicity property of the polynomial within an interval does not necessarily 
guarantee that the Newton-Raphson method would converge monotonically. In fact, the condition 
for monotonic onvergence is that f(h).f'(A) > 0 within the interval [2]. In order to guarantee 
monotonic onvergence of the Newton-Raphson method, further divide the subinterval (in which 
we know that one root exists) by the roots of f ' (h) .  Check the values of the function at the 
boundaries of these new partitions to further isolate the root to one of these newly created 
partitions. Once we isolate the root to one of these sub-subintervals, we only consider that 
interval for obtaining the root using Newton-Raphson method. Now since f(A) has a root within 
this interval, it must change sign somewhere in between the boundaries. On the other hand, 
i f (h)  maintains the same sign over this interval. Therefore, between the root of f(~) and one 
of the boundaries of this interval we must have f(h).f"(h) > 0. We identify that boundary and 
choose the initial guess to be a value of )~, within the interval, but almost at that boundary. 
Since the polynomial is monotonic, the Newton-Raphson method converges monotonically and 
very rapidly. 
Below we present the Lanczos algorithm with the recursive partitioning technique. 
NOTATIONS. Let hi, i = 1,2,... be the roots of the polynomial f(~) = ~'~m=oai.ki and let 
h~ = 1, 2,.. .  be the roots of its derivative f'(h), and let h~', i = 1, 2,.. .  be the roots of i f (h)  
in the given interval [a, b]. The algorithm Recursive Partitioning takes as input the polynomial 
f(h) and the interval [a, b] and returns hi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  the roots of f(h). 
3.2. Algorithm 
Input: Given symmetric matrix 'A', choose k (hk belongs to k th partitioning interval). 
STEP 1. With r 1 # 0, qO = 0. Iterate for i = 1,2,... ,m 
/~i= ]]ri]]2, 
q i _  ri 
- -~ ,  
~i = (qi)TAq~" 
STEP 2. Let a = -(l q+l q b = (IPq+l q+l  +ll) and choose fo(h) = 1, f - l (h)  = 0, 
i - -1 , . . . ,m,  
f (~X) = f i (~X) = (o~ i - .~)fi-l(h) - -  ( f~ i )2 f i -2 (*~)  
m 
= Z ai'hi" 
i=0  
Let f(~) = ~-~o ai~i" 
(Note (1): In program implementation e can preserve the recursion form of f(h), and through 
which ais can be computed appropriately without opening the recursion completely.) 
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STEP 3. Recursive__Part i t ioning (f(A), [a,b]): 
/* where k is the k th eigenvalue in k th subinterval.*/ 
1. i f (m==l )  
(a) if ( f (a )  == 0) then return (a) 
(b) Else if ( f (b)  == O) then return (b) 
(c) Else if (sgn(f(a)) ~ sgn(f(b))) then return ( -ao /a l )  
(d) Else No roots within the interval 
2. if (m > 1) 
(a) Find f'(A) 
(b) Recursive_Partitioning(f'(A), [a, b]) 
(c) Let the roots be A~, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M  
(d) i f (m>2)  
(i) Let the roots of f"(A) be A'L, L = 1, 2, . . .  
3. i=0  
I I I I I 4. For intervals [a, All, [A1, A2], [A2, A3],... , [A~, b] do 
(a) Let the k th interval be [A~, A~+I] 
(b) If (f(A~) == 0) then Ai = A~; i = i + 1 
)t ! ! . (c) Else if ( f ( j+ l )  == 0) then A~ = Aj+I, i = i + 1 
(d) Else if (sgn(f(A~)) ¢ sgn(f(A~+l))) then 
(i) if (m > 2) 
, , . , _ )~  _ , monotone Converge(f(A), f"(A), [Aj, Aj+I], AL, where Aj < < xj+l ,  L = 1, 2, 
• . .  , r ) .  
(ii) else 
Newton Raphson (f(A), v0 = (A~ + A~+1)/2 ) 
5. (a) if (i == 0) Then No roots within the interval. 
(b) Else Return (Ai, i = 1, 2, . . .  ) 
/* End Recursive Partitioning */ 
I! Monotone-Converge(f (A) , f  (A),rA' A' i A" t j, j+lJ, L, L=l,2,...,r): 
I I  I I  I I  
For  in terva ls  [A},/~11, [)~1, )~21, [)tu /V' I  " ! t 2, 3J,'",[Ar,Aj+1] do 
(a) Let the interval be irA"L, A~+I] 
(b) If (f(A~) == O) then Ai = A'L; return(Ai); break; 
(c) Else if (f(A~+l) ---- 0) then Ai = A"L+I; return(Ai); break; 
(d) Else if (sgn(f(A~)) # sgn(f(A~+l))) then 
____  I I  I I  (i) if (sgn(f(A~) - -  sgn(f (A L + e))) then Newton Raphson (f(A), v0 = A~ + e); break; 
(ii) Else Newton Raphson (f(A), v0 = A~+ 1 -e ) ;  break; 
/* End Monotone-Converge */ 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
We have performed the numerical experiments on OSF platform and HP-unix platform with 
double precision arithmetic. The CPU-time comparisons have been made for Algorithm 2.2 
and Algorithm 3.2 by considering the Model Problems 1 and 2. Our comparative study clearly 
indicates that the Lanczos algorithm with the recursive partitioning method is relatively faster 
than the Lanczos algorithm with the Sturm sequence-bisection method to extract the ith largest 
eigenvalue. 
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MODEL PROBLEM 1. Consider the standard eigenvalue problem Ax = Ax where A is given by 
"6.01 -4  1 
-4  6.01 -4  "'. 
1 -4  6.01 ". 
A = 
1 
-4  
1 -4 6.01 
Figure 1 gives the CPU-time comparison graph of Algorithm 2.2 with Algorithm 3.2, where 
we have taken A to be of order 25 x 25. Further, for different orders of A the corresponding 
comparison is given in Tables 1 and 2 for computed eigenvalues. This study clearly indicates that 
Algorithm 3.2 takes relatively less computing time than Algorithm 2.2. 
BISECTION 
REC[ 
0.02 0 
~SIVE PARTIT IONING 
04 0.05 
Figure 1. Relative t ime. 
Table 1. CPU-t ime.  
Matr ix  
ORDER = n 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
Recursive Part i t ioning 
i *=n i=n-1  /=1  
0.02 0.02 0.02 
0.02 0.02 0.02 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
Bisection Method 
i=n i=n- - i  i= i  
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
0.05 0.05 0.05 
*where i is the  i th eigenvalue of the  matr ix  of order n. 
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Table 2. Eigenvaiues obtained from the Sturm sequence-bisection and recursive par- 
titioning method. 
Matrix Bisection Method Recursive Partitioning 
ORDER=n i=n i=n-1  i=1 i=n i=n-1  i= l  
5 14.11896 9.54113 0.22204 14.11895 9.54110 0.22206 
10 15.40087 13.68951 0.03432 15.40088 13.68952 0.03436 
15 15.71490 14.85681 0.03426 15.71486 14.85680 0.03426 
20 15.83667 15.74805 0.02245 15.83664 15.74799 0.02245 
25 15.89616 15.88537 0.02412 15.89445 15.88535 0.02415 
MODEL PROBLEM 2. Here we consider the matrix 
"2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 ". 
A= 
1 
1 2 
As in the case of Problem 1, here also we have presented the CPU-time graph in Figure 2. The 
CPU-time comparison for different order matrices and corresponding computed eigenvalues are 
given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
RECURSIVE 
BIS~ 
0.02 0 04 0.05 
.'TION 
?ARTIT IONING 
Figure 2. Relative time. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The numerical results along with the computing time comparison presented inSection 4 indicate 
the usefulness of the recursive partitioning technique for extracting the ith largest eigenvalue of 
huge order symmetric matrices. Also, our study projects the recursive partitioning technique as 
an alternative to the Sturm sequence-bisection method• The extension of the above work to the 
generalized eigenvalue problems arising out of free vibration and beam-buckling of structures i
in progress• 
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Table 3. CPU-time. 
Matrix 
ORDER -- n 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
Recursive Partitioning 
i=-_n 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
i=n-1  i=1  
0.02 0.02 
0.02 0.02 
0.03 0.03 
0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 
Bisection Method 
0.03 
0.03 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
i=n-1  i=1  
0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.03 
0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 
0.05 0.05 
Table 4. Eigenvalues obtained from the Sturm sequence-bisection and recursive par- 
titioning method. 
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Matrix Bisection Method Recursive Partitmning 
ORDER = n i = n i = n -  1 i = 1 i = n i = n -  1 i = 1 
5 3.73202 3.00003 0.26797 3.73205 3.00000 0.26795 
10 3.91898 3.68253 0.08102 3.91899 3.68251 0.08101 
15 3.96157 3.84775 0.03842 3.96157 3.84776 0.03843 
20 3.97769 3.91116 0.02231 3.97770 3.91093 0.02234 
25 3.98544 3.94186 0.01456 3.98545 3.94185 0.01452 
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